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Abstract
Motivated by the problem of turbine blade corrosion, we present here an analysis of aerodynamically and centrifugallydriven
liquid condensate layers on nonisothermal combustion turbine (stator) vanes and (rotor)blades. We focus on the quantitative
consequences of one possible mechanism for the initiation of 'hot corrosion' of the underlying blade material,zvniI
viz. continuous
'fluxing' of the protective oxide coating by the molten salt'solvent'. The Newtonian condensate film is conveniently treated using
wellknown 'thin layer' (lubrication theory) approximations. Condensate arrival is assumed to be by convective vapor diffusion
through a 'chemically frozen' gas boundary layer. Metal oxide dissolution in the melt is taken to be limited by highSchmidt
number solutediffusion into the moving 'bulk' liquid. Illustrative calculations of the condensate streamline pattern, and the
distributions of the steadystate condensate layer thickness and corresponding oxide dissolution rate for a test turbine blade axe
presented, together with a discussion of the parametricdependencies of these and other results. Some lessobvious consequences
of condensate flow, such as liquid 'spillover' onto evaporation regions of the blade, and their hot corrosion implications, are
pointed out. The validity and future relaxation of our principal assumptions are discussed — e.g., generalization of the theory
outlined here to include multicomponent condensates. We conclude that the present formalism, extended in the directions
indicated, can provide a new and useful computeraideddesign tool for engineering equipment involving the motion of molten
condensates.

Nomenclature
A, B, C
a

c i e n t , t h e r m a l c o n d u c t i v i t y , or kinetic rate
coefficient

c o e f f i c i e n t s in E q u a t i o n ( 2 5 )
. II
—m

acoustic speed

d e p o s i t i o n m a s s flux

h e a t capacity

Μ

molecular weight

skin f r i c t i o n coefficient

Ma

Mach n u m b e r

d

ordinary differential

η

a p p a r e n t ' o r d e r ' of rate process

D

(Fick)diffusivity

Ε

n o n d i m e n s i o n a l activation energy

Na
Pr

Avogadro's number

f

b u l k force

8
G

gravity

a m b i e n t pressure

mass V e l o c i t y ' ( f l u x ) , p U

Ρ
•n
r

reaction rate

dimensionless e

R

universal gas c o n s t a n t

C

P
Cf

Η
Η

Prandtl number (momentum/energy diffu
sivity ratio)

dimensionless energy f o r oxide dissolution

s

streamwise distance

in liquid
j.η

S

blade span (Fig. 1)

diffusional mass flux

Sc

k

B o l t z m a n n c o n s t a n t , mass t r a n s f e r coeffi

1

2
3

Schmidt number (momentum/massdiffusi
vity ratio)
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St

Stanton number (dimensionless mass trans
fer coefficient)

mix

(gas) mixture

mp

melting point
nose

time
temperature

η

u

gas velocity

0

U
ν
χ
y
ζ

gas approach velocity
gas or liquidvelocity
chordwise distance (along blade surface)
normal distance into gasBL
spanwise distance (from blade root)

Ρ
r

t
Τ

0

s
sat
V
w

stagnation point
oxide solute species
pressure surface
root
suction
saturation
vapor
wall

Greek Symbols
Superscripts
ad

dimensionless dissolution rate 'constant'

λ
β
ω
μ ηι

thermal conductivity
efficiency
species mass fraction
dynamic viscosity
micrometer

ν
ρ
γ

kinematic viscosity (momentum diffusivity)
density
ratio of heat capacities, c p / c v

θ

μ

per unit length
per unit area

Abbreviations
BC

boundary condition

BL

boundary layer
chemical equilibrium compositions
chemically frozen

nondimensional temperature

CEC
CF

σ

surface tension, or molecular diameter

CVD

chemical vapor deposition

r
ξ

shear stress
nondimensional chordwise distance

GT
HTCRE

gas turbine
high temperature chemical reaction
gineering

LE

leading edge

X X

6g
f
A
Ω
9

( / max)
liquid layer thickness
nondimensional spanwise distance (z/S)
activation energy, latent heat, or fin effec
tiveness parameter
rotational velocity
partial differential

LTCE

local thermochemical equilibrium

LTHC
MHD

low temperature hot corrosion
magnetohydrodynamic

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration

0( )

order of magnitude of ( )

( )
ODE
ODR
PDE

argument of a function
ordinary differential equation
oxide dissolution rate
partial differential equation

QOI
QS

quantity of interest
quasisteady
right hand side
relative oxide dissolution rate
salt arrival rate

eff

dewpoint
local mainstream (BLedge)
effective

RHS
RODR
SAR
SOC
SRO

standard operating condition
salt runoff

g
h

gas
heat

std
TE

standard
trailing edge

i

species
liquid

TOI

total oxide inventory

TSI

total salt inventory

mass, or mean

V/C
YD

vapor/condensate
vapor deposition

Subscripts
Β
b
c
cr
d
dp
e

ί
m
max

Boltzmann
blade, or bulk
condensate
critical
dissolution, or diffusion

maximum

en
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V/L
VLE

vapor/liquid
vaporliquid equilibrium

1. Introduction
1.1 Hot Corrosion: Its Occurrence and Control
Nickelbase 'superalloys', used extensively for gas
turbine (GT) engine components because of their
superior high temperature mechanical properties, are
generally susceptible to a form of environmental
attack known as 'hot corrosion'. Hot corrosion is
encountered when, say, liquid Na 2 S0 4 is deposited
from the combustion gases onto the turbine blades
and vanes. Molten alkali salt corrosion of metals has
been a recognized technological problem at least since
the 1940's, when the attack of molten salts and slags
on boiler tubes in coalfired steamgenerating plants
was noted /1,2/. Since then, the adverse effects of
this kind of corrosion have paralleled the growth of
technologies which involve high temperatures in
environments containing molten alkalisulfate salts.
Among such technologies are: coal gasification, MHD,
fluidized bed combustion of coal, molten salt fuel
cells, salt processing baths, solar energy storage by
molten salts, and, the case of primary interest here,
combustion turbines which operate in a marine
atmosphere /3/. These problems will probably be
aggravated by the anticipated use of even higher
turbine inlet temperatures and pressures in future GT
engines, and the increased use of cheaper (and
'dirtier') or coalderived fuels.
Although drastic corrosion (hot section com
ponents lasting only a few hundred hours) has been
avoided through new alloy development and the use
of protective coatings (Section 1.2), hot corrosion is
still the major life limiting factor in many GT
applications. In 1975, more than half of the repair
costs of electricity generating GT's was necessitated
by hot corrosion /4/. Research is presently oriented
toward developing effective 'coatings' — e.g., metal
alloy layers which lead to substantially higher cor
rosionresistance than that exhibited by the underlying
'structural' metal alloys. Metals commonly used as
surfacelayer alloy constituents include cobalt, nickel,
aluminum, and yttrium. Since the protective power
of such coatings derives from the formation of an
adherent, refractory, and corrosionresistant oxide
layer on the gasside of the coating, the coating metal
composition is normally chosen to optimize these
afterair oxidation protective properties.

1.2 Protective Oxide Dissolution: Mechanisms and
Hot Corrosion Rate Implications
One factor expected to affect the corrosion
resistance of the normally protective oxide layer is its
effective solubility in the deposited, possibly mobile
(sec. 2.3) molten salts, and the accompanying oxide
layer 'dissolution' rate. At locations where the
protective oxide scale is partially leached or completely
dissolved, the metal substrate is more accessible, and
hence presumably vulnerable to attack by the corrosive
environment. However, if the melt becomes locally
oxidesaturated, oxide dissolution ceases. To initiate
and sustain hot corrosion, then, it would appear that
what is required is a continuous 'fluxing' mechanism
by which fresh solvent is supplied to the normally
protective oxide and the dissolved oxide is transported
away from the dissolution site.4 It seems likely that in
situations where a molten condensate deposits over
broad areas of a blade from a high speed stream of
combustion productgas, the dominant cause of
condensate layer flow would be the gasaerodynamic
shear exerted at the vaporcondensate interface.5
1.3 Liquid Condensate Layer Dynamics: Outline of
Recent and Present TurbineOriented Work
In earlier work from this laboratory /7/, some
important features of the dynamics of aerodynamic
allydriven thin steadystate condensate layers on
smooth isothermal circular cylinders in crossflow
were investigated,with special attention to the effects
of alternate condensate arrival mechanisms on pre
dicted film thickness distributions. These arrival
mechanisms included the convectivediffusive deposi
tion of Vapors' (with both Sc = 0(1) and Sc > 1), as
4

5

Rapp and Goto /5/ suggested a local oxide dissolution/
reprecipitation process sustained by a negative (normal)
gradient of oxide solubility at the oxide/salt interface.
Lau and Singhal /6/ proposed a different oxide fluxing
mechanism, based on continuous dissolution and repreci
pitation of oxidesvia
via a thermallyinduced surface tension
gradient causing the condensed fluid film to undergo a
local circulating flow. This 'stirring' mechanism may also
be important locally for situations with very steep surface
temperature gradients.
Other examples of this type are airdriven water films on
airplane wings, water condensate flows on steam turbine
blades or steam condenser tubes, ash slag layers on
coalfired furnace walls and heat exchanger tubes, and
MHD channel walls, aerodynamic (and/or gravity) run off
of semiprotective condensed product layers /53/.
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well as the inertial impaction of mist droplets, at high
gas flow Reynolds numbers. 6
In this paper, the abovementioned analysis has
been extended to permit the prediction of condensate
layer flows on stationary or rotating targets of more
complex (airfoil)shapes, including the effects of
inevitable surface temperature nonuniformities on
local liquid properties and vapor deposition rate. The
resulting formalism, and our illustrative calculations
of sheardriven liquid condensate layers derived from
vapor deposition on turbine stator vanes and rotor
blades, are presented here, together with a quantitative
treatment of their possible corrosion rate implications.
Previously unrecognized consequences of condensate
flow, such as the possible presence of a molten salt
layer on portions of the blade with surface temper
aturesywvutsrqonmlkihgfedcbaSRNMLFDCBA
above the local thermodynamic dew point, are
pointed out. Parametric dependencies of certain
useful integrated quantities — e.g., salt runoff rates at
the tip and trailing edge (TE), total salt arrival rate
and inventory on the blade surface, etc. — are also
predicted. The paper concludes by outlining fruitful,
and timely, avenues for followup research in this
field, with emphasis on multicomponent solution
condensates.
2. Theoretical Model: Description
2.1 Airbreathing Combustion Systems:
and Nomenclature

Configuration

While the gas (or combustion) turbine (GT) is
comprised of three primary components: the air
compressor, combustor, and axial flow turbine, our
attention will be focused on the turbine, which, of
course, drives the compressor through an inter
connecting shaft. Ingested and compressed 'air' enters
the combustor where it is mixed with sulfurbearing
injected fuel, and continuously ignited. The hot
combustion products, which may contain alkali salt
sulfates and/or their vapor precursors (see below),
flow through the turbine usually consisting of more
than one stage, each composed of a row of stationary
nozzle vanes guiding the gas flow onto a row of
moving blades attached to the turbine rotor disc. The
turbine extracts energy (and mass!) from the hot

6

For this wellstudied geometry, it was even possible to
include the effects on the condensate film of momentum
and mass transport in the recirculation region downstream
of the position of gas boundary layer (BL) separation.

gases, converting a portion of the heat to mechanical
energy which drives the compressor and any other
connected mechanical loads.
2.2 Molten Alkali Salt Condensation
Liquid fuels used in GT applications ordinary
contain ca. 0.021.0 percent by element weight of
sulfur; moreover, in marine environments, the intake
air contains ca. 0.0110 ppm by weight of NaCl(s). As
a result of chemical reactions within the combustor,
when the combustion product gases come into
contact with cooled turbine stator vane or rotor blade
surfaces, local alkali sulfate condensation occurs. The
deposits often contain Ca, Mg or other sulfates, but
it is observed, and expected from available phase
diagrams, that the molten phase is Na 2 S0 4 rich, and is
therefore represented (in this paper) by 'pure' Na^O,,.
While it is generally agreed upon that NaCl from
seasalt is converted to Na 2 S0 4 by reaction with S 0 3
(produced by oxidation of fuel sulfur during combus
tion) controversy surrounds the question of whether
the sulfation reaction occurs primarily within the
combustor, in the transition zone between combustor
and turbine, or on the blade surfaces themselves, and
whether vaporous or particulate NaCl is involved.
DeCrescente and Bornstein /8/ suggested that Na 2 S0 4
arrives as a condensable vapor at the turbine blades
(i.e., conversion of NaCl to Na 2 S0 4 is practically
completed in the combustor or shortly thereafter).
Hot corrosion should therefore be found only for
blade temperatures and resulting Na 2 S0 4 partial
pressures below the thermodynamic Na 2 S0 4 'dew
point', but above its melting point (1157 K), i.e.,
conditions where molten Na 2 S0 4 condenses on the
blade. This widely accepted 'necessary condition' is
adopted but generalized considerably below.
2.3 Liquid Condensate Layer Flow on Blades: Dis
solution Rate Consequences
The Na 2 S0 4 (£), which deposits onto a GT blade
immersed in a highspeed combustion gasflow, is
driven across the blade surface by the combined
action of gasdynamic shear (in the chordwise direc
tion), rotational (pseudo)bodyforces (in the spanwise
direction) (Figure 1), with, perhaps, a contribution
from surface tension nonuniformity in each direction.
Each resulting liquid 'streamtube' element is thus
visualized as a moving molten salt layer in contact on
one side with the vapor phase which supplies the
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Fig. 1:

ax i s

Aer o dynam ically and cent rif ugallydriven liquid condensat e layer on a GT rot or blade (schemat ic).

condensing material, and on the other side with the
solid metal oxide layer which it is dissolving. The
dissolved oxide is conveyed away toward the blade
tip or TE, while fresh liquid 'solvent' arrives at the
site of oxide dissolution as a result of local and
upstream 7 vapor deposition. This is the mechanism
we investigate here for continuous 'fluxing' of the
normally protective solid oxide.
2.4

Assumptions

A l ) An important hypothesis for our present treat
ment is that there should be a strong correlation
between regions on a blade where the predicted
dissolution rate of the protective oxide layer is
high, and regions on the blade which (ultimately)
exhibit intense hot corrosion. Corrosion 'maps'
(Figure 2), which have been reported for a few
test turbine blades /9/ should then be closely
related to predicted relative oxide dissolution
rate (RODR) profiles for the same blade. One of
our main objectives is, therefore, to develop and
illustrate a method capable of economically
generating typical RODR predictions for com
parison with future operational and testturbine
results.
7

along liquid layer streamlines (not combustion gas flow
streamlines)

A2) Deposition of Na2S0 4 is predominantly by single
vapor
(Na 2 S0 4 (g))
concentrationdiffusion
through a turbulent and/or laminar gas BL within
which only a negligible amount of chemical
reaction and/or condensation occurs /10/.
A3) The condensate film is continuous, and 'thick'
only on the scale of surface roughness. Thus, the
'solvent' film is treated as thin enough so that the
basic turbine blade 'body' shape and combustion
product gas flow field are negligibly perturbed by
its presence, and the flow within the condensate
film is laminar. The liquid is Newtonian and the
chordwise shear stress across the liquid layer is
nearly constant at the local value 'imposed' by
the external gas BL flow. Thus, since the
tangential momentum balance in the chordwise
(x) direction degenerates to the quasisteady
'lubrication theory' /1113/ result:
9ryx/9y = 0

(1)

within the liquid layer the liquid layer chordwise
velocity profile is approximately 'straightline'.
Owing to its thinness and high thermal conduc
tivity, the entire liquid layer is assumed to be in
thermal equilibrium with the local blade surface
with which it is in direct contact, i.e., we neglect
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Fig. 2:

Hot corrosion ' map' f or an operat ional t urbine blade / 9/ ; 3679h isot hermal cycle; A — some coat ing deplet ion/ no
penet rat ion, Β — coat ing deplet ed/ occast ional penet rat ion, C— coat ing penet rat ed/ base met al at t ack.

temperature changes across the liquid layer at
each location (χ,ζ) on the blade surface.
A4) Apart from local turbulence, the external flow
and deposition conditions are steady, as are all
other operating variables (i.e., here we do no)
consideryvtsrponmlihfedcaTSPFEC
transient behavior associated with engine
startup, shutdown, sudden changes in salt
ingestion rate ('spikes') such as those experienced
by mobile marine engines, etc.), or repetitive
passage of each rotor blade through a rapid
succession of stator blade "wakes".
A5) The oxide dissolution rate in the flowing molten
saltsolvent layer is limited by both solute
diffusion and oxide/solvent interface detachment
kinetics.
2.5 Thermophysical
Property Estimates

and

ForcedConvection

2.5.1. Forced Convection Properties of the System:
Gas BLproperties — e.g. the distribution of dimen
sionless local coefficients of momentum, heat, and
masstransfer, and the distribution of blade 'recovery'
temperature (used here to estimate the temperature

distribution of a root (conduction)cooled blade) —
are estimated via simple, efficient integral techniques
/14/. Our illustrative calculations are based on the
aerodynamic design data (see Tables (1) and (2)) and
inviscid stream gas velocity data (Figure 3) provided
in Haas and Kofskey /15/ for a particular NASA test
turbine stage.8 Thus, the chordwise variation of the
skin friction (tangential momentum transfers
coefficient Cf, and the masstransfer Stanton number,
S t m , along the blade surface at midspan were
computed by a simple 'quadrature' method (see, e.g.,
/16/), and checked against the costlier predictions of
a finitedifference computer code (called STAN5
/17/), which solves numerically the relevant BL
parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs). The
agreement for the rotor blade suction surface is
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 to be quite adequate for
our computational purposes. The corresponding con
densate arrival rate distribution on the suction surface
is shown in Figure 5.

s

In Fig. 3, the gas mainstream velocity has been non
dimensionalized using the critical velocity, u C I  defined
as the velocity of air when it is expanded isentropically
from its specified stagnation state to sonic speed.
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TABLE 1

2.5.2 Thermophysical Properties: The root con
ductioncooled blade surface temperature distribution
was taken to be separable into an adiabaticwall
distribution (see, e.g., /16/) along the chord, and a
'pinfin' type distribution (see, e.g., /18/) along the
span. If there were no 'transverse' conduction (i.e.,
thermal 'communication' between suction and pres
sure surfaces) the resulting isotherms on the suction
surface are displayed in Figure 6. In view of
assumption A3, molten salt properties — such as the
liquid viscosity, oxide solute diffusivity and oxide
solubility in the liquid  are taken to be those
established at the prevailing local surface temperature,
T w fx,z). We estimate the absolute values and

NASA T E S T  R O T O R BLADE DESIGN DATA AND STAGE
P A R A M E T E R S : BLADE DIMENSIONS
Symbol

Parameter

Value

Units

x

max s

Maximum Chordwise Length
(suction surface)

2.877

cm

x

max,p

Maximum Chordwise Length
2.352
1.051

cm
cm

S

(pressure surface)
Total Blade Span

Rn

Nose Radius

Rr
R o o t Radius
R m ( = R r + ( S / 2 ) ) Mean Radius
Aj,

0.0686

cm

5.331
5.857

cm
cm

0.65

cm2

Blade CrossSectional
Area

TABLE 2
NASA TESTROTOR BLADE DESIGN DATA A N D STAGE P A R A M E T E R S : GASDYNAMIC 3
Symbol

Parameter

Value

Μ

Molecular Weight (Carrier Gas)

28.964

u

Critical Velocity of Air
(Nondimensional) Gas Approach Velocity

640

cr
U/ucr

To
Po
T

dp,o

Prandtl Number
RotorInlet Gas Stagnation T e m p e r a t u r e

0.7

RotorInlet Gas Stagnation Pressure
DewPoint Under Stagnation Conditions

2.5565
1220
142.04

Na2S04

a

Carrier Gas: Air

τ
1—ι—r
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
ON ROTOR BLADE

-

1250

Molecular Weight of Diffusing Species

M

. /

I
SUCTION

m/s

0.431
0.621

(Nondimensional) Blade Rotational Velocity

"RnAcr
Pr

Units

Κ
atm
Κ

temperaturedependencies of the molten salt viscosity
Oujg), oxide diffusivity ( D 0 g) and solubility ( ω 0 s a t w )
in the melt via the following activationenergy for
mulations:
M£ = Η

(Tmp.NajSO^xPiV

1



(Tmp,Na2S04Tw)])

(2)

PRESSURE .
D

D
0 , £ xwpnmedaTSPND
0,ί(Tmp,Na2S04),exP(£dn

(Tmp,Na2S04/Tw)])
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

LE

0B

TE
χ/,χ

πιαχ

and
w

Fig. 3:

(3)

1.0

Inviscid gas-stream velocity distribution over the
suction and pressure surfaces of laboratory test

O,sat,w

w

O,sat,w' ^mp, N a j S O ^ P ^ P 

(Tmp,Na2S04/Tw)])

turbine rotor blade (after Haas and Kofskey /15/).
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χ

Fig. 4:

and St

m

/χπιαχ

χ/,χ

Γηαχ

di st r i but i on over rot or blade suct i on surf ace. Com par i son of quadr at ur e values w i t h f init edif f er ence

( STAN S ) pr edict ions.

wherethdaE
Εμ ,
Ed and Η
are the corresponding non
dimensional activation energies of liquid fluidity,
oxide diffusivity and solubility, respectively. It is
possible that Ε μ , Ε ά , and (especially) Η are themselves
affected by the gas composition in equilibrium with
the melt, but, for the m o m e n t , we treat these as
constant parameters of the problem, and assign to
them reasonable values (see Table 3).
Molten sulfate viscosities have been measured over

a wide temperature range / 1 9 / ; we, therefore, calculate
the Fick diffusivity, D 0 g, using the StokesEinstein
equation (see, e.g., /18/):
D t  k B T/(37TMsoWentVff)

(5)

where oj e f f , the effective diameter of the solute
'molecule' in the solvent, is tentatively estimated as
the 'hardsphere' diameter of the metal
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II80K.

ill

f
II70K
ο

utsronmlkihgfedcaP
Pr edict ed isot herms on

Fig. 6 :

t he r oot cooled rot or suct io n surf ace.

TABLE 3
NASA TESTROTOR BLADE DESIGN AND STAGE PARAMETERS: THERMOPHYSICAL
Symbol

Parameter

Value

Units

Thermal Conductivity of Blade Material
'Fin Efficiency' of Blade
Surface Temperature at RootLE Intersection

76
0.8
1200

J/(s m K)

(1) Blade*5

%n
T w (0,0)
b

Κ

Blade Material: Nickel

(2) Molten Salt c
PC
T
mp,Na 2 S0 4

c

Liquid Density
Melting Point of SulfateSalt

2000
1157

(Nondimensional) Activation Energy for Fluidity

4.3

kg/m

Κ

Molten Salt Species:xutsomliedaSONKJ
Na2S04(ί)

(3) Oxide Solute d
Μoxide
T

mpAl203
A^xide
Η
d

Molecular Weight of Oxide
Melting Point of Oxide
Latent Heat of Oxide Fusion @ 1200K
(Nondimensional) Energy for Oxide Diffusion
(Nondimensional) Energy for Oxide Solubility

Oxide SoluteSpecies: aAlJ^s)
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(A 1(g)) evaluated at, say, 1200K. The 'saturation'
mass fraction, w 0 s a t w ' and its temperature
dependence are estimated by assuming 'ideal solubility'
of A1 2 0 3 in the solvent Na 2 S0 4 (£). Then, according to
Schroeder's equation /20/:
w

O,sat 

M

oxide/MNa2S04exP(Aoxide/(RTmp)·

[(Tm ρ /^mp,oxide)

(^mp / T w ) ] )

(6)

where A o x i d e is the latent heat of aluminum oxide
fusion (evaluated near 1200K). Representative values
for these physical properties and parameters are listed
in Tables 3 and 4.
2.6 Solution of Governing Equations

9 \ / 9 y 2 = ('/^)fx(x7)
with the boundary conditions:
ν χ = 0 at y = 0

(8)

^ί(8 v x/ay) = ^ ( χ ^ ) a t y =

(9)

(where f x is the bulk force along the xdirection, and
r x the tangential stress in the xdirection at the V/L
interface).
Solving eq. (7) along with the BC's for v x , we
obtain:
v x = ( l / ^ )  f x  [ ( 6 ί y )  (y 2 /2)] + (1/μ

Momentum and mass conservation principles, ap
plied locally everywhere on the blade surface, lead to
coupled nonlinear firstorder PDEs interrelating the
dependent variables of interest. We may derive the
PDE governing the evolution of the condensate layer
thickness, 6g(x,z), on the blade surface by applying
the NavierStokes equations (linear momentum con
servation for a Newtonian fluid) to the motion of the
liquid condensate layer. In the case of very thin liquid
layers (6g/L < 1) in steady (or quasisteady) flow, the
equation for the xdirectional (chordwise) liquid flow
velocity, v x , reduces to the form:

(7)

β)

r x y (10)

The analogous expression for v 2 , the zdirectional
(spanwise) liquid flow velocity, is:
vz = ( l / ^ )  f z  [ ( 6 ί y ) (y 2 /2)] + (l/M ί )r z y

(11)

The mass flow rates per unit width of liquid layer
are then (assuming constant liquid density):
δδ
'ί)x=Pί·
0 v x dy = (f x (x,z)/3i>£)6 £ 3
+ (rx(x,z)/2μ β)·δδ2

rfl

(12)

TABLE 4
TYPICAL VALUES OF COMPUTED LOCAL AND INTEGRAL QUANTITIES
Symbol

Parameter

Value

Units

0(10 6 )
0(10" l °)
0(10 4 )
0(10 3 )
OilO 6 )
0(1)
0(10^)
0(1)

m 2 /s
m 2 /s

0(10" 10 )
0(10"^)
0(10"'°)
0(10 _ l 2 )
0(10_u)

kg/s
kg
kg/s
kg/s
kg

(1) Local Quantities Evaluated at (0,0)
l>£
DQ g
Scg
Cu^
m '
j'o,w
vg

Liquid Kinematic Viscosity
Oxide Diffusivity in Liquid
Schmidt No. for Oxide Diffusion in Liquid
Oxide Mass Fraction in Liquid
Vapor Deposition Flux
Liquid Layer Thickness
Oxide Dissolution Flux
Incipient Liquid Flow Velocity

kg/(m 2 s)
micrometer
kg/(m 2 s)
mm/s

(2) Computed Integral Results for Test RotorBlade Suction Surface
SAR
TSI
SRO
ODR
TOI

Salt Arrival Rate
Salt Inventory
Salt Runoff Rates (tip/TE)
Oxide Dissolution Rate
Oxide Inventory
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and

and

) O.w

Γδ Ζ

^m

(20)

>w

ο v z dy = ( f z ( x / ) / 3 ^ )  6 g 3 +
(τζ(χ/)/2μ

£)·δβ

(13)

2

In addition, total liquid mass conservation, applied
locally, leads to the PDE:

~ Ο*'« χ) +  (m' S ,z) =
3x
3z

+
ν

(

(14)

Substituting for m'g x and m'g z from eqs. (12) and
(13) resp., we arrive at the following general steady
state PDE governing 6g(x,z):
f [(fx/3*e)δβΗ(τχ/2μ β)·δδ2]
3x
+

9τ[σζ/3^)·δβ

3

+(Τζ/2μ

β)·δδ

2

]
(15)

Here, the bulk forces could include pressure gradients,
centrifugal 'forces', gravitational forces, etc; the
interfacial tangential stresses could be viscous tensions
due to the gas stream, surface tension gradients due
to temperature (and/or compositional) inhomo
geneities, etc. (cf. Fig. 1). In our thin layer rotor
blade analysis, we can neglect the pressure gradient
and Coriolis acceleration effects, and real gravity in
comparison with the rotational 'pseudogravity',
f2 2 , (R r +z). Estimates for the liquid properties are
inserted into these PDEs, along with computed gas
BLproperty distributions, Cf(x) and St m (x). The
shear stresses are estimated as:
r x = C f f x M i ^ p U 2 ) + Ο σ / 3 Τ)·(3Τ/3χ)

(16)

τ ζ = (3σ/3Τ)·(3Τ/3ζ)

(17)

and
'W

=(τ2

V'x

τ+

k m ~ 0.53837(D ozyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaXTQPIGED
ίpg)/[DQ g ( r w / μ ^ 3 ' 2 β
(t w /M£)

ds]

(18)

τ2)1/2

'ζ )

The salt deposition and oxide dissolution rateterms
appearing on the RHS of eq. (15) are estimated via:
m"(x,z) = G e  S t m (χ) · [ ω v e ω v > w (T w (χ ,ζ))]

(19)

(21)

ox
and ω 0 b>
i d e mass fraction in the bulk liquid,
is governed by the ODE:

Im'ίl d w G b / d s = ( ( l  w 0 b )  j " 0
 ( ω 0 b (m"))

w)

(22)

where
Im'fil = (m ί )X 2 + m ' ί

= (m" + j " 0 w ) / p g

τ

Here:

z

22\l/2

(23)

)

It is clear that there is a close coupling between
the PDE's governing the evolution of the liquid layer
thickness and of the bulk oxide concentration, and
these have to be solved simultaneously along each
liquid streamline. 9 The streamline integral appearing
in the denominator of the drivingforce term for
oxide dissolution further emphasizes the need for
stepbystep computations along each streamline.
Therefore, following suitable nondimensionaliza
tion, the PDE for δβ is restated in the numerically
convenient canonical form:
Α(ξ,£ ,δ).3δ/3ξ + Β(ξ,? ,δ) .36/3f = C(|,f ,δ)

(24)

and solved by using a methodofcharacteristics pro
cedure to follow the propagation of each liquid parcel
in the sheardriven flow.
Boundary conditions for the liquid condensate
layer on a rotor blade surface are established along
the rotor leading edge (LE) by first studying the
properties of a 'singular' streamline that travels up the
LE from root to tip. Streamlines starting from the LE
on each of the pressure and suctionsurfaces are then
traced along their trajectories until they exit the
blade at the tip or TE. The streamline pattern is

Indeed, additional coupbngs
extend this analysis to include
sates, whose local composition
VLE at the V/C interface) are
the liquid flow.

must be introduced to
multicomponent conden
and deposition rate (via
themselves influenced by
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completed by tracing streamlines starting from the
intersection of the LE and the root (the point x=0,
z=0) with layer thicknesses varying continuously
from the corresponding statortheory value at (0,0) to
the value zero which applies everywhere along the
rotor blade root. Several quantities of interest (QOIs)
— such as the liquid layer thickness, the oxide mass
fraction in bulk liquid, the local relative oxide
dissolution rate (RODR), etc. — are computed along
each streamline; these values are then interpolated
onto cartesian mesh nodes covering the blade surface
for purposes of a threedimensional graphical output
of the results, and to evaluate certain line and
surfaceintegrals of engineering interest — e.g., tip/TE
salt runoff rate ratios, liquid salt and oxide inventory
on blade etc. — with acceptably small numerical
error. The CRAYdigital computer at NASA (Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio) was accessed to
make most of these calculations because of its
relatively short execution time and lowcost availabi
lity to Grantees. Instructive sample results are pre
sented in the following Section.
3. Theoretical Model: Predictions
3.1 Results for Standard Operating Conditions (SOCs)
and Discussion
SOCs for the NASA test turbine are listed in Table
4. The rotor stage/blade dimensions and velocity

/ Υ

'
Fig. 7:

A

parameters are as reported by Haas and Kofskey /15/.
The stagnation conditions, T 0 and p 0 , and the
root/LEtemperature, T w (p,0) , were chosen so as to
ensure vapor deposition everywhere with a liquid
condensate layer; i.e., T w (x,z) satisfied the criterion: xwtsronlihedc
T

o > T d p , N a SO > T
2

4

w

(x^)>T

m

Na

s 0

2

.

4

Representative calculations for the rotor blade
suction surface are shown in Figures 79. Figure 7
shows the predicted condensate streamline pattern,
Figure 8 the liquid layer thickness distribution, and
Figure 9 the corresponding RODR distribution asso
ciated with the abovementioned solvent flow pattern.
3.1.1 Streamline Evolution and Liquid Layer
Development: Though we have chosen to display
streamlines emanating from certain points on the
rotor LE and root, there is, according to our present
model, a 'sheet' of liquid sweeping over the blade
surface. At every point ( x / ) on the blade surface, the
local slope of the streamline gives a measure of the
relative magnitudes of the local xdirectional ( r x ) and
zdirectional (r z +pg5 gg e ff) stresses operating on the
liquid. Thus, streamlines peel off from the rotor LE —
where the gasdynamicshear vanishes locally every
where — with an initial infinite slope. In contrast,
they detach themselves from the root — where the
liquid layer thickness is zero everywhere — with zero
slope and maintain virtually flat trajectories until
they exit the blade at the TE close to the root.
Streamlines leaving the LE, with initial thicknesses

max

Predict ed st reaml ines of condensat e l i qui d layer f l ow on rot or suct i on surf ace.
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Fig. 8:

Λ

.

j

Pr ed ict ed d i st r i b u t i o n of con den sat e l i q u i d layer t hick ness over r ot or su ct ion sur face.

II

o, i

x, z }

0, w

max
Fig. 9 :

Pr ed ict ed d i st r i b u t i o n of r elat iv e o x i d e d i sso l u t i o n rate ( RO D R) ov er r ot or su ct ion sur face.
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close to what they would have been on a corresponding
stator, exit the blade at the tip, or at the TE close to
the tip. Thus, two distinct flowregimes develop on
the blade surface  one in the gasshear driven thin
layer flow, the other in the centrifugally dominated
thicker layer flow originating from along the leading
edge. Filling the Void' between these two regimes on
the blade surface is fluid which emerges from the
LEroot intersection region where the liquid layer
thickness at (0,0) is taken to vary continuously
between the value corresponding to the LE and the
value zero along the root. The liquid layer thickness
is, therefore, near zero close to the root, increases
continuously in the 'transitionregime' until it reaches
its maximum value along the 'maximumflow' stream
line originating from (0,0 + ), and shows comparatively
little spanwise variation afterwards, i.e., further to
wards the tip; the variation along the blade chord
follows the corresponding variation in gasdynamic
shear and vapor deposition rate.
3.1.2 Local Oxide Dissolution Rate: Compared to
the local deposition flux, the predicted effect of
sheardriven flow on the local oxide dissolution rate is
relatively small under the present operating conditions,
as evidenced by the fact that the RODR distribution
'tracks' the VDrate distribution closely over the
blade surface; thus, the dissolution rate is maximum
along the LE (a conclusion supported to some extent
by available extentofcorrosion maps / 9 / , which
often show regions of maximum coating penetration
near the LE (Figure 2)); oxide mass fraction in 'bulk'
liquid is well approximated by its 'quasisteady'
value:
"QS0,b

=

j"o,w(xX>/[A"(x^+j"o,w(M]

the kinetic rate constant, k d , the oxide solubility,
O,sat w
the deposition rate. This may be
verified by plotting the RODR variation over the
rotor blade LE at different values of the nondimen
sional energy parameter for oxide solubility, Η
(Figure 10). Beyond a certain value of / / , the RODR
actually increases with temperature up the LE  a
trend opposite to that of the VDrate.
w

Surface temperature distributions more complex
than those we have assumed to prevail in our present
illustrative calculations will invariably lead to disso
lution 'maps' more complex than those generated
here. Comparison of theoretically generated RODR
maps to actual blade hot corrosion patterns will,
therefore, necessarily not only have to await careful
analyses of operational turbine blades, but also the
publication of such results in the open engineering
literature.
3.1.3 PressuretoSuction Surface Dissolution Rate
Ratio: Lacking sufficient quantitative experimental
results with which to compare our predictions, we
have directed our efforts toward investigating certain
observed overall trends. For instance, limited available
results for operational engines indicate that hot
corrosion rates are much larger on the pressure
surface of GT blades than on the suction surface. An
important question, addressable via our present math
ematical model, is whether this can be explained on
the basis of our CVDoxide dissolution theory, or
whether it is necessary to invoke particle impaction
/21 / on the pressure surface. The gas mainstream

(25)

which depends entirely on the local deposition and
dissolution fluxes. 10 It should be borne in mind,
however, that in the presence of solvent flow the
RODR and local VDrateprofiles are by no means
identical. The two profiles diverge to an extent
dictated by the relative temperature sensitivities of

10

In practice, the influence of flow is likely to be reduced
even further by the surface roughness of 'real' blades
(often comparable to estimated liquid layer thicknesses);
the liquid is then partially 'shielded' from the aerodynamic
shear by the roughnesselements, and, as a result, moves
less rapidly. This tends to link the local processes of
solvent arrival and oxide dissolution closer together.

ζzs• z / s
Fig. 10:yxwvutsrponmlihgfedcbaP
Predict ed variat ion of relative oxide dissolut ion
rate

over

rot or

leading

edge w it h

changes

energy-parameter for oxide solubilit y,/ / .
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pressures, and hence the local dew points, are lower
on the suction surface; however, because of our
chordwise 'adiabatic wall' temperature distribution
assumption, surface temperatures are correspondingly
higher on the pressure surface (in the limit of
negligible transverse blade heat conduction). These
two convective flow effects tend to offset each other,
and our initial estimate for the pressuretosuction
surface dissolution rate ratio, expressed as:
(ODR) p s /(ODR) s s = ( / / j " 0

wdxdz)ps/

(26)

,w dxdz) ss
at various seed levels were actually less than unity
(Figure 11), dropping to zero when the suction
surface experiences some condensation even while the
pressure surface is entirely 'dry'.
In practice, transverse heat conduction across a
solid blade would be expected to reduce, if not
eliminate, the disparity between the suction and
pressuresurface temperature distributions. Interest
ingly enough, in this limiting case, when the blade
operates under feed and stagnation conditions such

( So lt Arrivol Ro l e ) p r e ss

that every location on the blade surface is near the
local dew point, the pressuretosuction surface dis
solution rate ratio is found to be very large, tending
to infinity in the limit of zerodeposition on the
suction surface (Figure 11).
3.2 Parametric Studies
A comprehensive physicochemical/mathematical
model, of course, offers the potential for economical
parametric studies. In the present case we have
initiated such studies to gain an understanding of how
turbine blade corrosion rates might respond to
changes in parameters at the disposal of designers and
engine operators, or parameters which might vary due
to local environmental changes (e.g., seasalt ingestion
at higherthananticipated levels).
3.2.1 Effect of Mainstream Salt Level: Changes in
the ingested salt level affect the dew point and
VDrates. Within the narrow limits set by the
constraints of selfconsistency and VD to a liquid
condensate, we carried out parametricsensitivity
studies of certain QOIs such as the salt runoff rates at
the tip and TE, estimated, respectively, as:
(SRO) t i p = /o" 13 * ( l  w 0 b )m'ί ; Z (z=S)dx

(27)

( Sa lt Ar r iva l Ra t e ) su ct i o „
(Oxide Dissol. Ra t e ) p r t „

and

{Oxide Dissol. Ra t e ) su c l j o n

( S R O ) x e = 4 l  " 0 ) b )  m ' ί ) x ( x = x m a x ) «k

(28)

and the total salt (condensate) arrival rate
Tem perat ure Equilibrot ion
via Transverse Conduct ion

(29)
SAR=zyxwvutsrponmlkihgfedcbaWVTSRQONJIGFE
Λ ^ χ / S m"(x,z) dzdx
and total salt inventory
TSI = / V ax

N egligible Transverse
Heat Diffusion
SA R

TJO.O)

1200

Fig. 11:

Predict ed rat io of pressuretosuction surface oxide
dissolut ion rate for a rot or.

(1 . W Q b ) Ρ β δ g dzdx

(30)

on the GT blade. Representative nondimensional
results for the rotor suction surface are shown in
Figures 12.112.4. The mainstream salt level is the
parameter varied in these calculations. In the present
range of conditions salt runoff at the tip is seen to
increase with alkali level approximately as [ N a ] 0 · 5 6 ,
while the TE runoff decreases at the same rate. The
salt arrival rate increases linearly with the amount of
salt in the feed. Whereas the absolute value of the
total salt inventory increases with seed level, its
nondimensionalized value, which represents the de
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Fig. 12: Parametric studies with saltseed level as the variable: Tip/TE runoff rates (12.1), salt arrival rate (12.2), total salt
inventory (12.3), condensate streamline pattern on rotor suction surface (12.4).

parture of the liquid layer thickness distribution from
its statortheory distribution, decreases as the depo
sition rate increases, due to the lessening influence of
'flow' compared to the local deposition flux.
It is impractical to display here threedimensional
computer outputs for purposes of extracting useful
parametric sensitivity information; for this reason we
illustrate changes in the locus of one particular rotor
blade condensate streamline (the 'maximumflow'
streamline discussed earlier) with increasing seed
level. Results indicate (Figure 12.4) that this streamline
tends to depart further from the chordwise direction,
supporting our earlier conclusion regarding the in
creased integrated tip runoff rate. It should also be
remarked that the material leaving the blade TE will
probably influence downstream stage/blade conden

sate flowcharacteristics; thus, a study of TE salt
runoff is likely to be necessary to understand and
solve the overall problem of hot corrosion in multi
stage combustion turbines.11
3.2.2 Effects of Turbine Pressure Level: An in
crease in the stagnation pressure of the rotorinlet gas
11

For example, even in 'steady flow', the condensate may
tend to accumulate at the tip/TE in the form of pendant
droplets which grow to a critical size before they 'shed'
when surfacetension forces are overcome (analogous to a
'dripping' faucet when the valve has a steady leak).
Therefore, downstream blades may encounter not only
the deposition of corrosive condensates from the vapor
phase, but also the impaction of droplets shed from
upstream blades.
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mainstream raises the local salt dew point, and
thereby the condensate arrival rate to the blade
surface; and there is an associated increase in the
oxide dissolution rate. Typical results for the rotor
suction surface are shown in Figure 13.1. Below a
certain pressure level, evaporation begins on the
surface, 'dry patches' (see Section 3.3) appear and
proliferate until eventually the entire surface is dry
and expected to be free from 'hot corrosion' associated
with molten salts. Lowpressure operation would,

3.2.3 Effects of Rotor Speed and Turbine Inlet
Temperature: As presently formulated, our mathe
matical model can be used to study the effects of
r
changes in rotational speed and turbine inlet temper
S0 C
<T dpo . | 2 2 0 K)
ature, but only if these are coupled in such a way that
the underlying turbine velocity diagrams remain
unaltered. This selfconsistency requirement reduces
the practical value of such parametric studies and,
indeed, will be shown to lead to some 'counter
intuitive' results. However, to eliminate such para
SALT ARRI V AL RAT E
metric
interdependencies would require a complete
'dxdr
'offdesign' gas dynamic and heat/mass transport
'd*d*),td
analysis of turbine performance — a task considerably
beyond the scope of this study. Thus we encounter a
OXIDE DISSOLUT ION RATE
dxdi
limitation which is not fundamental to our approach,
d
/ 7/ j ;> *
A
xtsoldWPC
but a corollary of our present simplifications.
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therefore, appear to present definite advantages as far
as hot corrosion is concerned, but the present trend
towards higherpressure turbines is unlikely to be
slowed by this consideration alone. Interestingly
enough, higher pressures, while leading to higher
vapor deposition rates, also lead to increased TE salt
runoff rates (and lower tip runoff rates) (Figure 13.2)
— a consequence of increased gasdynamic (chordwise)
shear; the 'maximumflow' streamline, as may be
anticipated, tends to decrease in slope as the pressure
rises, in sharp contrast to its behavior in the case of
increased salt arrival rate due to seed level increases.

<

cn
_ι
<
ί
ο

QjS
1

Fig. 1 3 :

Ρ /ρ

2

Paramet ri c st udies wi t h t ur bi ne pressure level as
t he variabl e:

3.3 Evaporation on Blade Surface:

'DryPatches'

Ef f ect on rat es of salt arrival and

di ssol ut i on (13. 1); ef f ect on t i p/ TE r unof f rat es
(13. 2).

A typical case where parametricvariation results
run contrary to expectation is the following: Transfer
of energy to the fluid by the rotor blade increases as
its speed of rotation increases, and results in an
increase of pressure and temperature of the gas
relative to the stator outlet, consequently causing the
blade surface to 'heat up'. Increased surface temper
atures reduce local deposition rates and liquid layer
thicknesses, thereby causing the relative inventory of
salt on the blade to decrease with increasing rotor
speed (Figure 14.1), and causing the streamlines to
depart less from the chordwise direction, resulting in
increased TE salt runoff at the expense of the tip
runoff (Figure 14.2). We are presented here with an
apparent anomaly — the blade behaving more and
more like a 'stator' as its rotational speed increases —
that is one consequence of our consistency require
ment.

Some blades removed from GT engines reveal 'dry
patches' — regions on the surface not covered by a
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liquid condensate, and, presumably, safe from hot
corrosion associated with molten salts. The absence
of a continuous condensate layer is usually attributed
to local surface temperatures being higher than the
local thermodynamic dew point. As will be seen, such
a viewpoint is too simplistic for situations involving
mobile condensates, as for sheardriven and centri
fugallydriven molten salt layers on GT blades. Liquid
can now 'spill' over onto regions characterized by
local evaporation, thereby 'shifting' the effective dew
point to a higher surface temperature.
Two distinct types of 'dry patches' must be
considered: In one, an upstream liquid layer exists,
but because the streamline crosses the dewpoint
locus, subsequent evaporation eventually reduces its
thickness to zero at some downstream location; such
a 'dry patch' may be expected on rotor blade leading
edges, where »•fluid parcel goes from a lowtemperature

region (root) to a hightemperature region (tip). In
the other type, no upstream liquid layer ever exists,
i.e., the effective LE (starting point) is the juncture of
a dry region from which a liquid layer starts
'downstream'. Blades have been recovered which
indicate that such 'dry' LE's and downstream conden
sates are indeed encountered in operational turbines.
Clearly the relative local slopes of the isotherms and
liquid flow streamlines play a major part in deciding
which, if any, of these 'drypatches' appears on the
blade surface.
The onset of both types of drypatch was examined
by lowering the seed level until evaporation became
possible on the rotor LE (Figure 15). It was then
observed that significant portions of the rotor LE,
hotter than the local dew point, would have a liquid
condensate on them! Not surprisingly (in retrospect),
liquid flows onto these evaporationregions by the
action of spanwise pseudobody forces resulting from
blade rotation. 'Dry patches' are therefore seen only
above an 'effective' dewpoint surface temperature,
defined by the isotherm passing through points at
which the liquid layer thickness drops to zero. This
'effective' dewpoint may be considerably higher than
the local thermodynamic value, the extent of the
'shift' depending in this (rotor LE)case largely on the
amount of the centrifugallydriven molten condensate
flow.
It is possible for streamlines leaving distinct points
along the LE with widely disparate thicknesses to
intersect downstream — a situation arising from sharp

V S J —
Na2S04
Ω .=6786 r a d / s
\ y
Τ ^ 0 , 0 ) = I200K
deposition! \ liquid layer
 rote I \ t h i c k n e s s
"deposition 1
evaporation

d p

l·—"dry"—

,·

0
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•
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FRACT IONAL DI ST ANCE
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decreases in the deposition rate close to the dewpoint.
The subsequent evolution of such intersecting stream
lines must be studied further to complete our analysis
of 'drypatches'. Also of interest are streamlines
emerging from 'downstream LEs' — the dewpoint
isotherm that provides a downstream location for
deposition and incipient flow of liquid. Another
singular situation,zyxvutsrponmlihedcaVTOMLIHFDCB
viz. that of 'frozen layers' near the
blade root — where the local temperatures may fall
below the freezingpoint of the condensing salt
(1157K for Na2S04), and where the rate of oxide
dissolution is expected to be negligible — is much
more complex, since the solid 'walls' that build up
will influence adjacent liquid streamlines. Inclusion of
these pressureeffects is beyond the scope of our
present model, but may be an attractive area for
fluiddynamical research. However, of even greater
practical interest is the case of transportinfluenced
freezingpoint loci (e.g., for binary salt solutionis)
which are themselves displaced by flow effects on
local condensate composition.

4. Underlying Laws and Discussion of Assumptions
4.1 The Chemically Frozen Boundary Layer (CFBL)
Vapor Deposition Model
Available experimental deposition rate data suggest
CFBL vapor transport theory as a reasonable starting
point, especially for highly undersaturated main
streams and surfaces which are not strongly (actively)
cooled 122,23/. At surface temperatures sufficiently
far below the dew point, local vapor concentration
temperature conditions within the boundary layer
may permit homogeneous nucleation of inorganic
condensate aerosols, thereby invalidating the CFBL
vapor transport theory /24/. One approach to assessing
the likelihood of homogeneous nucleation is based on
comparing actual vapor supersaturations within a
CFBL to estimated 'critical supersaturations' required
for appreciable homogeneous nucleation rates /10/.
Nucleation often occurs on foreign nucleii — perhaps
abundant in combustion product gases — at much
lower supersaturations than is required for homo
geneous nucleation. A tractable limiting case would
be that of a local V/L equilibrium boundary layer in
which the vapor phase is everywhere either .under
saturated, or in equilibrium with nucleated mist
droplets /25,26a/. In future work, we intend to build
in a local supersaturation criterion that will enable us

to locate portions of the blade surface vulnerable to
BL condensation /26b/; our present CFBL VDtheory
would then have to be modified at such locations to
allow a reduction in local deposition rate despite the
onset of dropletthermophoresis as an additional salt
arrival mechanism /25,26a,26b/.
It is also true that at such high temperatures as
those prevailing in combustion gas mainstreams of
acceleratedcorrosion test facilities, the condensing
elements (e.g., Na and S in the case of Na 2 S0 4
deposition) are distributed among various vapor
precursor species (e.g., Na, NaOH, NaCl, Na 2 S0 4 ,
S0 2 , S0 3 , etc.), characterized by widelydiffering
Fick and Soretdiffusion coefficients. The transport
implications of the multicomponent nature of the
vapor phase — such as 'shifts' in the system dewpoint
/27/ — can be ignored for more fuellean GTsystems,
thereby simplifying considerably the present VD
analysis.
Particle impaction is always a possibility in high
velocity 'dusty' gas systems (e.g., seasalt crystals or
carbonaceous particles from a poorly functioning
combustor). In marine environments, exploding foam
bubbles on the surface of the ocean expel seawater
droplets and seasalt aerosols into the water/air
boundary layer /28/. If large enough salt particles
survive the combustion process and are present in the
productgas mainstream, it may be necessary to
consider inertial impaction of such particles as an
additional deposition mechanism /21,29/. Deposition
may then result from a combination of vapor
diffusion and, say, 'eddy impaction', as is thought to
occur on marine GT components /30/ (and in some
burner rig tests /31/). 'Adulterants', such as [Mg] or
[Ca], often found in GTdeposits, may also be
depositing by inertiallyinfluenced mechanisms, and
may therefore be characterized by arrivalrate distri
butions very different from that corresponding to
CVD.

4.2 Oxide Dissolution and its Hot Corrosion Impli
cations
Our predictions of steadystate oxide dissolution
rate distributions associated with the flowing solvent
layer make use of a convective diffusion mass transfer
approach patterned after that of Stewart /32/, who
exploited asymptotic solutions in the smalldiffusivity
limit for analogous single phase fluid mass transfer
problems in a wide range of geometrically complex
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distance, ( p g N A / M f )  1 3 , in the

situations. High Schmidt number approximations 1 2

molecular

apply well to the situation of oxide dissolution into a

Accordingly, we set:

melt.

molten salt, characterized by ratios of liquid momen
tum diffusivity to oxide solute diffusivity of the

k

d<*dDo,ί/(P5!NA/M8)1/3

(32)

4

order of 10 . This implies that the Fick sublayer for
oxide diffusion will be much smaller than the liquid

Our dimensionless dissolution rate 'constant', a d ,

layer thickness. For laminar flows over complex

may be dependent on the local temperature, the

geometries, even when the diffusivities are not so

identity

disparate, Lighthill / 3 5 / obtained useful approximate

pressures, etc. For our first calculations, we assumed

solutions to the BLequations for forced convection

a constant value of unity for a d , keeping in mind that

of the solute

species, the partial vapor

heattransfer to/from surfaces of arbitrary wall tem

future measurements may reveal that it is actually

perature. His results for the wall heatflux, and its

much smaller, and surface temperature dependent.

mass transfer analog, have been applied extensively in
dealing with aerodynamic heat transfer and to hetero
geneous

electrochemical

reactions / 3 6 / . We have

applied this technique to compute the chordwise
distribution

Diffusion in the solvent is calcualtedvia
via the local
equation:

j'o.w =k m'( w o,w w o,b)

(33)

of vapor diffusion from laminar BL

regions of the bulk gas to the V / L interface, as well as
to predict oxide diffusion fluxes from the molten
salt/surface oxide interface to the laminar bulk liquid
at every location along each condensate 'streamtube'.
Irrespective
phenomena,

of liquid

we

must

where the convective mass transfer coefficient k m is
approximated by Equation (21). The local value of
ω

w is. i n turn, governed by the local steadystate

0

oxide species mass balance / 1 8 / :

phase mass transfer BL

anticipate

inherent

kinetic

j"0

w(x,z)=r"0(x,z)

(34)

limitations to the maximum local dissolution rate.
This dissolution rate process is 'driven' by the local

equating the steadystate local rates of dissolution

'undersaturation' of the oxide in the liquid solvent,

and oxide diffusion away from the interface.

ω

an

Ο sat w" w O,w>

(as

undetermined

We are aware that our 'protective oxide dissolution'

'dissolution rate constant'. The oxide concentration

theory of hot corrosion is inevitably an idealization

difference, ω

resulting from the net disso

of restricted validity. Yet there are instances — e.g.,

lution rate process, drives the Fick diffusion process

when attack of underlying metal begins when an

which transports the oxide solute into the 'bulk'

originally impervious oxide layer is rendered 'porous'

liquid solvent. Since the 'kinetics' associated with the

by the dissolution of one of its constituents by the

0 w

u0

b,

Vet)

interfacial rate process have not yet been investigated

melt — where our idealization may be realistic. In

experimentally, we have parameterized the process in

general, it remains to be determined how the many

a rational manner, as outlined below.

plausible and interrelated factors — such as oxide

A phenomenological law for the dissolution rate
process may be written as:

solubility and oxide diffusivity in the molten salt,
local deposition rate, the condensate layer thickness,
the oxide layer thickness and uniformity, etc. —

r"o = k d P£'( w O yxwvutsrqponlihedcbaWLIG
,sat,w" w O,w) nd
(31)

influence the rate of hot corrosion. Indeed, it would

where k d is a rate 'constant' and n d the apparent

tests even if they were carried out under carefully

be difficult to determine this exclusivelyyvtsrponmlihedcaTPFEC
via laboratory
'order' of the rate process. Since k d and n d have not

controlled experimental conditions. To economically

been measured experimentally, we chose n d = 1 and

arrive at an understanding of these complex but

'parameterized' the dissolution rate constant as fol

technologically

lows. A characteristic upper limit to the dissolution

mathematical models of the type introduced here will

rate is set by the oxide diffusion flux that would

not only be helpful, but essential.

occur
(ω0

12

s a t

if
WG_>0

the
w

)

were

concentration
achieved

over

important issues, we believe

that

difference
one

inter

Introduced by Leveque /33/ and also exploited by Levich
/34/.

4.3 Thermophysical and ForcedConvection Property
Estimation
4.3.1

ForcedConvection

Properties:
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rature technique for estimating laminar gas BL
properties is based on Thwaites' /37/ approximation
to the momentum integral balance equation. The
other principal way of solving the laminar BL
equations is the method of finite differences (con
siderably more timeconsuming). Both methods, which
provide useful approximate solutions, have been
compared in Figure (4).
Our laminar boundarylayer C f prediction method,
applied to the present test rotor pressure surface,
formally indicated laminar BL separation  i.e., C f
vanishes locally. At such a location there would be a
liquid layer 'pileup' for a stator vane, since there
would be no aerodynamic shear stress to drive the
viscous liquid condensate toward the TE /7/. Moreover,
beyond such a point, it would be difficult to predict
accurately the nature of the gas and/or condensate
flow. Fortunately, we need not abandon the prospect
of calculating pressuresurface gas BL and liquid layer
behavior, since laminar BLs approaching separation
undergo a transition to turbulence, and the resulting
turbulent BL then avoids separation (see, e.g., /38/).
Thus, we programmed a procedure to allow the BL to
become turbulent (according to a local Reynolds
number criterion based on the 'momentum defect
boundary layer thickness' (see, e.g., /16/)).
Just as with the laminar BLequations, there are
both integral methods and finitedifference methods
(see, e.g., /39/) for solving approximately the time
averagedyutsrponmlihfedcbaTPMGCB
turbulent BL equations, with integral meth
ods again being much simpler to use and, fortunately,
sufficiently accurate for our present purposes. Repre
sentative pressuresurface results for the vapor depo
sition rate distribution, and the associated liquid
streamlines and layer thickness distribution are shown
in Figures 16.1, 16.2 and 16.3.
4.3.2 Thermophysical Properties: It should be
kept in mind that our model for predicting the
surface temperature distribution of the solid con
ductioocooled blade NASA test turbine would not
be realistic for actively (gas)cooled blades currently
used in operational turbines (see, e.g.,/40/). Depending
on the cooling scheme actually used (convection,
internal impingement, film, transpiration, or any
combination of these), operational turbine blades can
exhibit very complex surface temperature distri
butions, the effects of which can and should be
explored in future studies of this type. For instance,
low temperature 'islands' can exist within high
temperature ('dry') regions, and vice versa. Such steep

spatial temperature nonuniformities may have inter
esting corrosion rate consequences, including localized
oxide dissolution induced by secondary flows asso
ciated with gradients in condensate surface tension.
'Pitting' of operational blades may be attributable to
such localized phenomena which can be examined
now that we have gained insight into the dynamics of
condensate motion driven solely by centrifugation
and/or gasdynamic shear (with a negligible contri
bution due to surface tension in the case of a
rootcooled blade with a uniform surface temperature
distribution). In the present version of our formu
lation, we do make provisions to accept usersupplied
surface temperature data.
Limited experimental data and uncertainty regard
ing the identity of the oxide species in solution make
it difficult to estimate the effective diffusivity and
solubility of the 'oxide' in the melt. Our current
assumptions, which imply that these properties are
functions of temperature alone, may prove unduly
restrictive. However, until more quantitative infor
mation becomes available (regarding the role played
by the partial vaporpressures in influencing liquid
phase solution behavior), our parametrizations appear
to provide a reasonable starting point, and the results
should be qualitatively instructive.
4.4 Multieomponent

Condensates on GT Blades

While corrosive deposits on marine GT blades are
predominantly made up of Na 2 S0 4 (ί) /41/, in chemical
analyses other salts often show up in the melt.

Fig. 16. 1: yutsrponmlifedcbaR
Rot or bl ade pressure surf ace cal cul at i ons of con·

densat e layer st reaml ine pat t ern.
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Fig. 1 6

yutsrqponlkihfedcbaVRD
( cont ) : Rot or - bla de pressure surface

calculat ions of dist ribut ions of VD- r a t e ( 1 6 . 2 ) and liquid layer t hickness ( 1 6 . 3 ) .

Formation of lowmelting CoSC)4Na2S04 mixtures
(eutectic mp 818K) has been known to cause 'low
temperature hot corrosion' (LTHC) /42/. Corrosive
NiNa mixed sulfates have been reported /43/. Other
oxides on turbine blades, such as manganese oxide
Mn 2 0 3 , may yield low melting mixed sulfates as well
/42/. In high temperature corrosion, multicomponent
molten salt phases are equally prevalent. Condensation
in multicomponent VNa liquid phases has been

observed for GTs using vanadiumcontaining fuels
/44/. Solutes such as NaCl, Na 2 Cr0 4 , Na 2 Mo0 4 ,
Na 2 W0 4 , etc. depress the melting point of Na 2 S0 4
and cause liquid phase corrosion of metals and
ceramics to occur at lower temperatures /45/. Signi
ficant levels of 'adulterants' have been found in
aircraft GT blade deposits — specifically, Ca and
Mgcompounds (up to 30% of Na 2 S0 4 by mass) /46/.
These and similar observations render the study of
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multicomponent condensates important and timely,
especially since, in general, additional components in
the melt deposit tend to expand the 'dangerous'
temperature interval between the dew point and the
freezing point.
Extensive phasediagram analyses of GT deposits
have been carried out. Deposit compositions in LTCE
with a vapor phase having the same elemental
composition as the mainstream have been predicted
at NASA /47/ using a computer program for calcula
tion of Complex Chemical Equilibrium Compositions
(CEC) /48/ in conjunction with the computer Program
for Calculation of Ideal Gas Thermodynamic Data
(PAC) 149/ and the resulting thermodynamic data
base. The present version of CEC is being modified to
take into account ideal solution condensates, and
ultimately nonideal solutions; some other generally
available programs /5052/ have the ability to consider
nonideal solutions as well. However, with the excep
tion of our recent treatment of chemical element
segregation effects on nonflowing condensates (dew
points, deposition rates and deposit composition
/27a/),the transportthermodynamics interdependence
for multicomponent deposits has, thus far, received
scant attention / 2 7 b / . In particular, the effects of the
shear and centrifugallydriven condensate flow on
local melt composition, and thereby on local deposi
tion and oxide dissolution rates, have apparently
never been studied, let alone exploited as a possible
means of reducing hot corrosion rates. These facets of
coupled multicomponent gas/liquid layer flows could
be quantitatively included in followon research / 5 4 / .

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
In this paper, we have proposed and explored a
rational

but

highly

idealized

physicochemical/

mathematical model for predicting the spatial distri
bution of 'hot corrosion' rate on GT blades. Our
present model is based on continuous 'fluxing' of the
protective oxide layer 1 3 as a result of the gasdynamic
shear and centrifugallydriven flow of Na 2 S0 4 (8)
'solvent' that condenses from the hot combustion
gases onto the blade surface. We have formulated the
problem mathematically in terms of coupled nonlinear

13

The oxide film may itself flow (creep) under the
aerodynamic 'frictional' forces produced by combustion
gas flow /53/ leaving the exposed surface vulnerable to
corrosive attack.

firstorder PDEs (expressing conservation of momen
tum and mass (solvent, solute)) that interrelate the
variables of concern for the thin liquid layer, and
numerically solved the equations simultaneously using
the 'method of characteristics'. For purposes of
illustration we have traced, and displayed, streamlines
of the molten salt flow on both the suction and
pressure surfaces of a particular test turbine blade.
The primary objective of this analysis was to demon
strate how one could use such a theoretical approach
to obtain the evolution of various quantities of
interest — such as the liquid layer thickness, the local
oxide dissolution rate, etc. — along every streamline.
Computed values are interpolated onto a cartesian
grid to evaluate certain surface and lineintegrals,
such as total salt runoff rates at the tip and TE, and
salt arrival rates, of importance to turbine blade
design and manufacture.
Some noteworthy results of this illustrative study
are: development of two rather 'distinct' flow regimes
on the same blade surface, depending on whether the
streamlines originate from the LE, or from the root;
the liquid layer thickness — and, consequently, the
liquid flow rate — attaining its maximum value along
the 'LE' streamline starting from the LEroot inter
section (the point (0,0)); the oxide dissolution rate
maximizing on the blade LE, and thereafter 'tracking'
the salt arrival rate distribution; computed pressure
side oxide dissolution rates being in excess of the
suctionside dissolution rates by many orders of
magnitude (even in the absence of particle impaction)
for solid blades with rapid transverse conduction and
surface temperatures not far f r o m the local dew
points; the ability of the flowing upstream condensate
layer to 'spill' onto downstream regions of the blade
hotter than the prevailing local dew point, and the
converse possibility of upstream 'dry patches' and
downstream condensates that can flow.
Several predictions of our mathematical model
mirror 'reality' rather well — an encouraging sign
since, in recent years, 'hot corrosion' research seems
to have moved away from seeking fundamental,
general insights towards empiricism, apparently in
despair of soon understanding the underlying physico
chemical processes. Our approach to the problem has
been to marry a fluiddynamical approach with the
materialsoriented philosophy of recent hot corrosion
research, and thereby provide a promising means to
quantify this complex phenomenon. Ultimately, such
tools might be used to forestall corrosioninduced
failures in future turbines by means of suitable local
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